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Abstract. We study order-parameter ﬂuctuations (OPF) in disordered systems by considering
the behaviour of some recently introduced parameters G,Gc which have proven very useful in
locating phase transitions. We prove that both parameters G (for disconnected overlap disorder
averages)andGc (forconnecteddisorderaverages)taketherespectiveuniversalvalues 1
3 and 13
31 in
the T → 0 limit for any ﬁnite volume provided the ground state is unique and there is no gap in the
ground-state local-ﬁeld distributions, conditions which are met in generic spin-glass models with
continuous couplings and no gap at zero coupling. This makes G,Gc ideal parameters to locate
phase transitions in disordered systems much like the Binder cumulant for ordered systems. We
checkourresultsbyexactlycomputingOPFinasimpleexampleofuncoupledspinsinthepresence
of random ﬁelds and the one-dimensional Ising spin glass. At ﬁnite temperatures, we discuss
under which conditions the value 1
3 for G may be recovered by conjecturing different scenarios
dependingonwhetherOPFareﬁniteorvanishintheinﬁnite-volumelimit. Inparticular,wediscuss
replicaequivalenceanditsnaturalconsequencelimV→∞ G(V,T) = 1
3 whenOPFareﬁnite. Asan
exampleofamodelwhereOPFvanishandreplicaequivalencedoesnotgiveinformationaboutGwe
studytheSherrington–Kirkpatricksphericalspin-glassmodelbyperformingnumericalsimulations
for small sizes. Again we ﬁnd results compatible with G = 1
3 in the spin-glass phase.
1. Introduction
It is well known that mean-ﬁeld spin glasses are characterized by strong (non-vanishing in
the thermodynamic limit) sample-to-sample ﬂuctuations of the order parameter [1]. Despite
the fact that extensive thermodynamic quantities (such as free energy and all its ﬁnite-order
derivatives) are self-averaging in the thermodynamic limit (i.e. their intensive part does not
depend on the realization of the quenched randomness) the same result cannot be extended to
order parameter ﬂuctuations. It is widely believed that the absence of self-averaging of the
order parameter is strongly related to replica symmetry breaking, i.e. the existence of several
ergodic components not related by any symmetry of the Hamiltonian.
Recently, Guerra suggested [2] that sample-to-sample ﬂuctuations of the order parameter
(hereafterreferredtoasOPF)verifysomesumruleswhicharegenerallyvalidinanydisordered
system. This claim assumes that the system is stochastically stable in the presence of a mean-
ﬁeldperturbation,apropertywhichmaydependstronglyonthenatureoftheequilibriumstate.
Asystemisstochasticallystable[3]ifitsproperties(staticordynamic)changesmoothlyinthe
presence of a small random perturbation. These sum rules have been used recently to deﬁne a
new dimensionless parameter (hereafter called G) which takes into account sample-to-sample
ﬂuctuations [4]. This parameter has been shown to provide an alternative and powerful way
of locating phase transition points in disordered systems. The advantage of G with respect to
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more canonical ones (such as the Binder cumulant ratio used in ordered systems) relies on the
fact that it also works very well in the absence of time-reversal symmetry in the Hamiltonian
orothermorecomplexdisorderedsystems. Inparticular, themethodhasbeenappliedrecently
for Ising spin glasses [4,5], Migdal–Kadanoff spin glasses (Bokil et al in [4]), Potts glasses
[7], Heisenbergspinglasses, whichdisplayachiralphasetransition[6]aswellassomeprotein
folding models [8].
The purpose of this paper is to show, by using general arguments, analytic computations
for simple models and numerical simulations, that indeed this new parameter is an appropriate
tool for investigating phase transitions in disordered systems much like the Binder cumulant is
for ordered systems. We conjecture and prove that this parameter G takes the universal value
1
3 at zero temperature for any disordered system (ﬁnite or inﬁnite) with the only condition of
uniqueness of the ground state and the absence of a zero-temperature gap in the local ﬁeld
distribution. This condition is satisﬁed by all spin-glass models with a continuous distribution
of couplings and no gap at zero coupling. At ﬁnite temperature G certainly depends on the
systemsize. Weclaimthatduetothepropertyofreplicaequivalence,formodelsinwhichOPF
are ﬁnite, G converges in the inﬁnite-volume limit to zero if the system is in a paramagnetic
phase and to the same zero-temperature value 1
3 if the system is in the spin-glass phase. When
OPF vanish this does not necessarily hold and we discuss under what conditions the universal
value 1
3 may be recovered.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a reminder of the deﬁnition of the G
parameter as well as some other useful ones. Section 3 presents a detailed computation on a
simple disordered model which serves as an illustrative example of the main results. Section 4
proves the zero-temperature conjecture under some general conditions for any disordered
system. Section5presentsdetailedcalculationsontheone-dimensionalIsingspin-glassmodel
using the transfer matrix approach. Section 6 addresses the validity of the conjecture at ﬁnite
temperaturebystudyingtheSherrington–Kirkpatrick(SK)sphericalspinglass,amodelwhere
OPF vanish. Finally, we discuss the results and present the conclusions.
2. The G parameter and replica equivalence
The deﬁnition of the G parameter is based on some exact relations obtained for the sample-
to-sample ﬂuctuations of the order parameter in the Sherrington–Kirkpatrick model [1]. The
SK model is deﬁned by the disordered mean-ﬁeld Hamiltonian
HSK =−
 
i<j
Jij σi σj (1)
where the Jij are quenched Gaussian variables with zero average and variance 1/N, where
N is the number of sites. The SK model presents a second-order phase transition at Tc = 1
below which replica symmetry breaks down and ergodicity is broken. The spin-glass phase
is described by an order parameter function PJ(q12), where q12 =
 N
i=1 σ1
i σ2
i is the replica
overlap and the subindex J denotes the realization of the quenched randomness. PJ(q) is
a simple object in the paramagnetic phase above Tc (PJ(q) = δ(q)) but develops strong
sample-to-sample ﬂuctuations below Tc inside the spin-glass phase. Fluctuations in the order
parameter were originally derived by Bray et al [10] using the property of replica equivalence
[11]. This property states that the sum of all elements contained in a given row (or column) in
the replica matrix Qab is independent of the row (or column). As shown by Parisi [11] this is a
necessary condition for the replicated free energy to be proportional to the number of replicas
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the following exact relation in the N →∞limit [9]:
PJ(q12,q 34) =
1
3
PJ(q12)δ(q12 − q34) +
2
3
PJ(q12)PJ(q34) (2)
where (·) denotes a disorder average and 1,2,3,4 denote replica indices. Therefore
PJ(q12,q 34)  = PJ(q12)PJ(q34) (3)
soPJ ﬂuctuateswithJij inanon-trivialway. Multiplyingbothsidesofequation(2)byq2
12 and
q2
34 and integrating over all possible values of the overlaps q12,q 34 one obtains the following
sum rule [10]:
 q2
12 2 =
1
3
 q4
12  +
2
3
 q12 
2
. (4)
where  ··· denotes a thermal average. This relationship has been also rederived by Guerra
using general arguments based on self-averaging properties of the internal energy as well as
its ﬁnite derivatives [2]. Now let us deﬁne the following ratio:
G =
 q2 2 −  q2 
2
 q4 − q2 
2 . (5)
Note that the numerator in (5) corresponds (except for the absence of a multiplicative
constant N2) to the sample ﬂuctuations of the spin-glass susceptibility. For the SK model,
because of the sum rule (2), it is possible to show that G takes only two values. G is equal to
1
3 in the replica symmetry broken phase and vanishes above Tc:
G =
1
3
 (Tc − T). (6)
Thegeneralityofthereplica-equivalencepropertysuggeststhat(6)willholdinanysystem
(even beyond mean-ﬁeld) if OPF does not vanish in the limit V →∞ . However, it may well
happen that OPF vanish. Then both the numerator and the denominator in (5) vanish in the
V →∞limit. In this case replica equivalence is not enough to decide what the value of G
is. The value of G is then determined by the form of the ﬁnite-size corrections to the order
parameter (and in particular its prefactors), which in principle could not satisfy sum rules
such as (4). Despite this uncertainty, in this paper we propose three possible scenarios for the
parameter G.
(a) OPFremainﬁniteinthethermodynamiclimit. Thisisthegeneralsituationencounteredin
mean-ﬁeldmodelswithareplicabrokenphase. Soboththenumeratorandthedenominator
in (5) are ﬁnite in the inﬁnite-volume limit. The property of replica equivalence and
also stochastic stability indicate that the same should be valid for any ﬁnite-dimensional
disordered system (assuming that for those systems OPF are ﬁnite) leading to G = 1
3 in
the spin-glass phase.
(b) OPFvanishinthelarge-volumelimitlike1/V. Thisisthesituationtypicallyencountered
intheparamagneticphase. Theratiomaythenbezeroorﬁnitedependingontheparticular
case.
(c) OPF vanish in the large-volume limit slower than 1/V (for instance, like 1/Vα with
α<1). This situation is typical of disordered systems with a marginally stable replica
symmetric phase. Both the numerator and the denominator in (5) vanish, the ratio G is
ﬁnite but may be different from 1
3 at ﬁnite temperature. In this case the property of replica
equivalencecannotbeusedforthereasondiscussedbeforeandstochasticstabilitymaynot6508 F Ritort and M Sales
hold. Actuallythepropertyofstochasticstabilitymaybreakdowniftheequilibriumphase
is drastically changed in the presence of a mean-ﬁeld perturbation. This situation may be
found in spin-glass models without OPF such as hierarchical lattices (i.e. spin glasses in
the Migdal–Kadanoff approximation), the Sherrington–Kirkpatrick spherical spin glass
(see section 6) or ﬁnite-dimensional models described by a unique low-temperature state
such as the droplet model.
Although the main hypothesis of stochastic stability still remains to be proven, all three
previouscasesseemquitereasonableandwedonotknowofnon-trivialcounterexamples. Note
that there is no direct relationship between OPF and the value of G in the low-temperature
phase. Actually, the previous possibilities (a) and (c) may yield the same value of G, although
the physical description of the low-temperature phase is very different. As has been observed
by Bokil et al in [4], the non-vanishing of G should not be taken as direct evidence for non-
vanishing OPF or replica symmetry breaking. In order to make it more evident whether OPF
surviveintheinﬁnite-volumelimit,itisnecessarytoconsideranotherdimensionlessparameter,
which does not have the ambiguity of the ratio of two vanishing quantities. For instance, one
may deﬁne the A parameter [4]
A =
 q2 2 −  q2 
2
 q2 
2 (7)
which is nothing other than the numerator of (5) appropriately normalized. We will see later
that the nice properties of G are not present in the parameter A and the former is much more
convenient for locating phase transitions. Generally, one expects A to be a non-trivial function
of both volume and temperature vanishing (in the V →∞limit) only when OPF vanish (for
instance, in a paramagnetic phase). If OPF are ﬁnite A may take a ﬁnite value but an identity
such as (6) for A does not hold.
In this paper we will show examples for all three behaviours, by explicit analytic
computations and some numerical calculations. Furthermore, we will show that, for models
with a unique ground state and without a gap in the ground-state local ﬁeld distribution,
lim
T→0
G(V,T) =
1
3
(8)
so the G parameter is 1
3 at T = 0 for any ﬁnite volume V. This is no longer true at ﬁnite
temperature where the parameter G may take the value 1
3 only in the inﬁnite-volume limit.
Before ﬁnishing this section let us remind the reader that in [4,5] other quantities similar
to (5) and (7) have been proposed for systems without time-reversal symmetry. These are
deﬁned by considering the connected overlaps
Gc =
 (q −  q )2 2 −  (q −  q )2 
2
 (q −  q )4 − (q −  q )2 
2 (9)
Ac =
 (q −  q )2 2 −  (q −  q )2 
2
 (q −  q )2 
2 . (10)
We will see that a result like (8) also applies to the parameter Gc and our result reads
lim
T→0
Gc(V,T) =
13
31
. (11)
For the SK model the quantity Gc is deﬁned by restricting thermal averages to the q>0
part of P(q). Gc does not satisfy the identity (6) so this is not the best quantity to look atConjectured scenario for order-parameter ﬂuctuations in spin glasses 6509
in numerical simulations, despite the fact that both Gc and G (and also Ac and A) may take
similar values in the vicinity of the critical region. This explains why similar results were
obtained for both sets of quantities in numerical simulations.
3. An instructive example
Here we analyse in detail a solvable case which will be useful to illustrate the main contents
of the paper and how disorder expectation values of the overlaps are computed. Moreover, the
analysis of this section will prove to be useful for a constructive proof of the zero-temperature
results (8) and (11) to be presented later on. Consider the following Hamiltonian:
H =−
V  
i=1
hiσi (12)
where the spins may take the values ±1 and the ﬁelds hi are uncorrelated and randomly taken
from a distribution P(h) with ﬁnite weight at zero ﬁeld (i.e. P(0) ﬁnite). In principle, P(h)
may be any function
P(h) = ˜ P(h) +
 
k
ckδ(h− hk) (13)
with ˜ P(h) any continuous function, all hk  = 0 and ˜ P(0)  = 0. This condition is enough to
ensure the non-degeneracy of the ground state because there is a single conﬁguration which
minimizestheenergyσ∗
i = sign(hi). Notethatifaﬁnitefractionoftheﬁeldshi werezerothen
thegroundstatewouldbedegenerate. Withthisverygeneralconditionwemayexactlycompute
the parameters G and A introduced in the previous section. Everything reduces to computing
the three overlap quantities:  q2 , q4  and  q2 2. The computations are quite elementary and
here we present the ﬁnal results. For the numerator and denominator of equation (5) we obtain
numerator ≡
2(V − 1)
V 3 R2
2
+
4(V − 1)(V − 2)
V 3 R2 R
2
−
2(2V 2 − 5V +3 )
V 3 R
4
(14)
denominator ≡
2
V 2 −
2
V 3 +
4(V − 1)(V − 2)
V 3 R
2
−
2(2V 2 − 5V +3 )
V 3 R
4
(15)
where
R =
  ∞
−∞
dhP(h)tanh2(βh) (16)
R2 =
  ∞
−∞
dhP(h)tanh4(βh) (17)
and P(h) is the generic distribution (13). The expressions for the parameters G and A may be
further simpliﬁed, yielding
G =
(R2 − R
2
)(R2 + (2V − 3)R
2
)
(1 − R
2
)(1+(2V − 3)R
2
)
(18)
and
A =
2(V − 1)(R2 − R
2
)(R2 + (2V − 3)R
2
)
V(1+(V − 1)R
2
)2
. (19)6510 F Ritort and M Sales
Note that in the limit V →∞both the numerator and the denominators in (14) and (15)
vanish. The quantity A also vanishes like 1/V but the ratio G stays ﬁnite:
lim
V→∞
G(V,T) =
R2 − R
2
1 − R
2 . (20)
The ﬁnite volume quantity G(T,V) in (18) satisﬁes the conjecture (8). A simple
integration by parts reveals that the asymptotic low-temperature behaviour of R and R2 is
given by
R = 1 − TD+O (T 2) R2 = R −
T
3
D +O (T 2) (21)
where D is a positive constant given by
D = 2P(0). (22)
Substituting the asymptotic behaviour (21) in (18) we obtain G(V,T = 0) = 1
3. Note that the
same result is obtained by substituting (21) in (20), because in this simple example the two
limits T → 0 and V →∞may be interchanged. This is not generally true: in particular,
when a phase transition takes place at T = 0 the two limits may no longer be interchanged.
For the parameters Gc and Ac introduced in (9) and (10) we obtain
Gc =
R4 − (R2)2
2V − 2 − 4(V − 2)R2 + (2V − 3)(R2)2 − 3R4
(23)
Ac =
R4 − (R2)2
V(1 − R2)2
. (24)
Figure 1. Parameter G for V = 2,4,8,16,50,100 from top to bottom.Conjectured scenario for order-parameter ﬂuctuations in spin glasses 6511
Figure 2. Parameter Gc for V = 2,4,8,16,50 from top to bottom.
Figure 3. Parameter A for V = 2,4,8,16,50 from top to bottom.6512 F Ritort and M Sales
Figure 4. Parameter Ac for V = 2 (full), 4 (long-broken), 16 (short-broken), 50 (dotted).
We observe that Gc behaves in a different way. It tends to zero for T ﬁnite and is again
independent of the volume for T = 0 but takes the value 13
31.F o rGc the two limits (V →∞
and T → 0) now do not commute. Figures 1–4 show the behaviour of G,Gc,A,A c as
functions of temperature for different values of V for the case of a Gaussian ﬁelds distribution
P(h) = (2 )−1/2 exp(−h2/2).
In the case of a gap of amplitude   in the ﬁeld distribution one ﬁnds that both A and G
vanish exponentially with that gap G ∼ T exp(−β ) and the conjecture no longer holds.
We will now prove that, under some general conditions, the conjectured zero-temperature
values for G and Gc hold for any disordered system.
4. A proof of the conjecture
To generally prove (8) and (11) we start by considering a general Hamiltonian H({σ}) where
the {σi;i = 1,...,V} are Ising variables which may take the values ±1†. This Hamiltonian
may be written in terms of the local ﬁelds
H =−
V  
i=1
hiσi (25)
where the hi are local ﬁelds proportional to
hi ∝
∂H
∂σi
(26)
† The present demonstration holds for models described by discrete variables. For continuous models the
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which depend on the conﬁguration {σ}. Suppose now that the Hamiltonian H may only take
continuous values so there is no ground-state degeneracy (apart from a global symmetry in the
Hamiltonian such as time-reversal symmetry; this case will be discussed below). In particular,
no local ﬁeld hi vanishes. Let us denote by {σ∗} the (unique) ground-state conﬁguration. The
ground state is stable with respect to all possible numbers of spin ﬂips, so that the value of the
energy in that conﬁguration H({σ∗}) is an absolute minimum. In particular, the ground state is
stable with respect to single spin ﬂips and the local ﬁelds evaluated at the ground state satisfy
the property
σ∗
i = sign(h∗
i) (27)
whereh∗
i areevaluatedatσ∗. Toprovetheconjectureweneedtoprovethefollowingstatement:
Statement. Excitations which involve the reversal of a single spin yield the dominant
contribution to the low-temperature behaviour for all the quantities (qk)l for any positive
integers k,l and by extension, to the numerator and denominator in (5), (7), (9) and (10).
Thisstatementsomehowallowsustomapthemostprobableexcitationsin(25)withthose
oftheinstructiveexamplepresentedbefore(12). Nevertheless,wemustemphasizetwopoints.
The ﬁrst one is that the ground-state local ﬁeld distribution in the previous example (12) was
takenasuncorrelatedfordifferentsitesandalsothesamedistributionwastakenforeachspini.
In general, this is not true. Local ﬁelds at different sites may be correlated and the distribution
on a given site may depend on the site. For instance, in models with open boundaries the local
ﬁeld distribution for the sites located on the surface is certainly different from the distribution
of those in the bulk. The second observation is that, in general, the lowest excitations in (25)
may involve groups of several spins (and not a single spin ﬂip like in the simple case (12)).
So in order to prove the conjecture we must show that excitations in (25) which involve the
reversal of any number of spins larger than one always yield sub-dominant low-temperature
corrections to the single-spin excitation case.
In what follows we present a constructive proof of the previous statement without the
need to refer to the results of the instructive example which had some restrictive assumptions.
We start from the general Hamiltonian (25) and analyse the low-temperature behaviour of the
order parameters  q2 , q4  and  q2 2. We will ﬁrst consider the case of one spin excitations
and later on the more general one of higher-order excitations.
One-spin excitations
The calculation proceeds as follows. Consider the ground state {σ∗} of (25) as unique and
one-spin excitations which involve the reversal of a single spin. If we consider the ground
state plus this class of V possible excitations we can compute the correlation function  σiσj 
(i  = j), obtaining the result
 σiσj =σ∗
i σ∗
j
 
1 − 2
exp(−2βh∗
iσ∗
i ) +e x p (−2βh∗
jσ∗
j )
1+
 V
l=1 exp(−2βh∗
l σ∗
l )
 
. (28)
In the low-T limit, provided TV   1, we will see that this expression coincides
with that obtained by expanding  σiσj  around its ground-state value σ∗
i σ∗
j , as including
higher-order excitations yields sub-dominant corrections to the correlation function. Deﬁning
xi = exp(−2βh∗
iσ∗
i ), we ﬁnd in the β →∞limit
 σiσj =σ∗
i σ∗
j (1 − 2(xi + xj)) (i  = j) (29)6514 F Ritort and M Sales
where we have approximated by 1 the term in the denominator of the ratio in (28). Such an
approximation is allowed provided one performs the limit β →∞before the inﬁnite-volume
limit. Note that, in that denominator, each exponential contributes to the sum at most with a
term proportional to the temperature (see below). Because there are V terms of that type, at
most that term is of order VT. Hence, in the limit TV   1, that denominator equals 1. The
result (29) is the only quantity we need in order to evaluate  q2  and  q2 2. In terms of the
variable Tij =  σiσj 2, these are given by
 q2 =
1
V
+
1
V 2
 
i =j
Tij (30)
 q2 2 =
1
V 2 +
2
V 3
 
i =j
Tij +
2
V 4
 
i =j
T 2
ij +
4
V 4
 
(i =j =k)
TijTik +
1
V 4
 
(i =j =k =l)
TijTkl (31)
where the indices in the sums run from 1 to V and correspond to different sites. To average
(30) and (31) over the disorder we need to compute disorder averages of terms of the type
xm
i xn
j, where i,j denote sites and m,n positive integers. It is easy to show that, in the absence
of a gap in the ground-state local-ﬁeld distribution, the terms with i = j yield the dominant
low-temperature corrections and vanish linearly with T. Terms with i  = j yield higher-
order O(T 2) contributions. Suppose P({h∗
i}) denotes the ground-state local-ﬁeld probability
distribution. For the terms xm
i xn
j (i  = j), we have
xm
i xn
j =
  ∞
−∞
exp(−2mβh ∗
iσ∗
i )exp(−2nβh ∗
jσ∗
j )P(h∗
1,...,h ∗
V)dh∗
1 ...dh∗
V. (32)
The ﬁeld variables h∗
k (k  = i,j) may be integrated out, yielding the following expression:
xm
i xn
j =
  ∞
−∞
exp(−2mβh ∗
iσ∗
i )exp(−2nβh ∗
jσ∗
j ) ˆ Pij(h∗
i,h ∗
j)dh∗
i dh∗
j (33)
ˆ Pij(h∗
i,h ∗
j) =
  ∞
−∞
P(h ∗
1,...,h ∗
V)
 
k =(i,j)
dh∗
k. (34)
If the local ﬁeld distribution P({h∗
i}) has ﬁnite weight at the point hi = 0∀i, then the
same holds for the two-sites probability ˆ Pij(0,0), so that we may expand this term around
(0,0) in (33), thereby obtaining
xm
i xn
j =
  ∞
−∞
exp(−2mβh ∗
iσ∗
i )exp(−2nβh ∗
jσ∗
j )
×
 
ˆ Pij(0,0) +
 
∂ ˆ Pij
∂h∗
i
 
(0,0)
h∗
i +
 
∂ ˆ Pij
∂h∗
j
 
(0,0)
h∗
j +O (h∗
ih∗
j)
 
dh∗
i dh∗
j (35)
where O(h∗
ih∗
j) denotes higher-order terms at least quadratic in the ﬁelds. On writing
equation (35) our main assumption comes from the fact that, as we are dealing with a ﬁnite
system ˆ P(h ∗
i,h ∗
j) has no singular contributions (i.e. there are no contributions of the type
δ(h∗
i −h∗
j)). Therefore, ˆ P(h ∗
i,h ∗
j) is ﬁnite and analytic at any point and, in particular, at (0,0)
so that it can be Taylor expanded around that point. All the same, our assumptions are a direct
consequence of the fact that only in the thermodynamic limit do we expect to ﬁnd singular
correlationsbetweenﬁeldsatdifferentsites. Asimplesaddle-pointcalculation(intheβ →∞
limit) then gives
xm
i xn
j =
T 2
mn
ˆ Pij(0,0) +O (T 3). (36)Conjectured scenario for order-parameter ﬂuctuations in spin glasses 6515
The dominant terms in the limit T → 0 correspond to terms of the type xn
i , which give
xn
i =
T ˆ Pi(0)
n
(37)
where ˆ Pi(0) is the value of the single-site probability distribution on the site i evaluated at
h = 0:
ˆ Pi(h∗) =
  ∞
−∞
P(h 1,...,h V)δ(hi − h∗)
 
k =i
dhk. (38)
This probability is not independent of the spin i, as our Hamiltonian can contain terms
which introduce asymmetry between different sites. This is an important difference with
respect to the computation of the previous section where the local ﬁeld distribution (13) was
site independent. Actually, this independence was necessary in the ‘instructive example’ to
fully carry out the analytic computation of G and Gc. The key point is that, at the level
of one-spin excitations, low-temperature corrections to overlap averages are linear in T and
ˆ Pi(0). According to expressions (30) and (31) all sites are equivalent (inequivalence of sites
enters only through the value of ˆ Pi(0)), so the only invariant term linear in P is
 
i ˆ Pi(0). The
numerator in (5) yields
 q2 2 −  q2 
2
=
16T
 
i Pi(0)
3V 4 (V − 1)2 +O (T 2). (39)
To compute the overlap  q4  we use the expression
 q4 =
1
V 4
 
3V 2 − 2V + (6V − 8)
 
i =j
Tij +
 
(i,j,k,l)
Tijkl
 
(40)
where Tijkl =  σiσjσkσl 2. Similarly, as for the two-point correlation function (29) we obtain
 σiσjσkσl =σ∗
i σ∗
j σ∗
k σ∗
l (1 − 2(xi + xj + xk + xl)) (i,j,k,lall different). (41)
With the same assumptions as for the two-point function we obtain for the denominator in (4)
 q4 − q2 
2
=
16T
 
i Pi(0)
V 4 (V − 1)2 +O (T 2) (42)
which ﬁnally yields
G =
1
3
+O (T). (43)
A similar calculation for Gc yields Gc = 13
31 +O (T).
Two-spin excitations
Letusnowconsiderexcitationswhichinvolveonlytwodifferentspinsinthelattice(V(V−1)/2
different types of excitations). In this calculation one-spin excitations are not included. It is
easy to check that these excitations yield O(T 2) corrections to the two-spin and four-spin
correlations. Under the same conditions as before these are given by
 σiσj =σ∗
i σ∗
j
(1+
 
k =l(1 − 2δki − 2δkj − 2δli − 2δlj)exp(−2βh∗
kσ∗
k − 2βh∗
l σ∗
l ))
1+
 
k =l exp(−2βh∗
kσ∗
k − 2βh∗
l σ∗
l )
βV 1
≈ σ∗
i σ∗
j
 
1 − 4(xi + xj)
 
l =i,j
xl
 
(i  = j) (44)6516 F Ritort and M Sales
 σiσjσkσl =σ∗
i σ∗
j σ∗
k σ∗
l
 
1 − 4(xi + xj + xk + xl)
 
m =i,j,k,l
xm
 
(i,j,k,lall different).
(45)
It could seem that in the expressions above we have dropped the term which accounts
for the change in h∗
i due to the ﬂip of σ∗
j , this is, our change in energy should read
 E = 2h∗
kσ∗
k +2h∗
l σ∗
l −Jklσ∗
k σ∗
k ,however,bymakingthefollowingchange: h 
k = h∗
k−J∗
klσ∗
l /2
wecanrewrite E,andthusexpressthecorrelationfunctionsintermsofx 
i = exp(−2βh 
iσ∗
i ).
By this change our results should not be altered provided the probability distribution of the
h 
i has the same properties as P(h ∗
i,...), which is reasonable as we had already considered
non-vanishing correlations between ﬁelds at different sites. Thus, as we said in the previous
discussion after equation (35), in terms such as xixj there are no contributions linear in T.
Asaddle-pointcalculationshowsthatcorrectionstotheground-statecorrelationfunctions
arequadraticinT. Finite-T correctionsnowdependonbothxi xj andxixj fori  = j. Now,for
thequantityGweexpectadependenceofbothnumeratoranddenominatorontermsofthetype
ˆ Pi(0) ˆ Pj(0)aswellas ˆ Pij(0,0). Theycanenterindifferentforms, forinstance
 
i =j ˆ Pij(0,0),
  
i ˆ Pi(0)
 2 or
  
i ˆ Pi(0)2 
. A universal value for G is no longer guaranteed. In particular,
supposing uncorrelated local ﬁelds (which, in principle, may not be true) and independence
of the one-site probability distribution ˆ Pi(0) on the site i we obtain, after a simple but lengthy
calculation,
 q2 
2
−  q2 
2
=
128T 2P(0)2
9V 3 (V − 2)2(V − 1) +O (T 3) (46)
 q4 − q2 
2
=
64T 2P(0)2
V 3 (V − 2)2(V − 1) +O (T 3) (47)
and their ratio yields G = 2
9 +O (T) which is different from before. We stress again that the
result 2
9 is not universal and will certainly not hold in the most general case. This calculation
has been shown to stress how the 1
3 value is a ﬁngerprint of the dominance in the limit T → 0
of the one-spin excitations.
Higher-order excitations
ThegeneralizationtothemostgeneralcaseofK-spinexcitationsisstraightforward. Including
only this class of excitations we obtain O(T K) corrections to correlations which involve any
ﬁnite number of spins. This can be easily seen from the fact that any possible excitation
of this type will involve the reversal of K different spins, each spin i contributing by a
factor xi = exp(−2βh∗
i) to the correction. The simultaneous effect of all spins yields a
product type
 K
i=1 xi which immediately gives (in the limit β →∞ ) the T K term. The
numerator and denominator in G are of order T K with O(T K+1) corrections. The ﬁnal
result for G for any value of K is not easy to compute and, as previously discussed, will
depend on a larger number of invariants, which involve different combinations of the terms
ˆ Pi(0), ˆ Pi1i2(0,0),..., ˆ Pi1,...,iK(0,0).
When all possible excitations are treated together the calculation proceeds as before.
The dominant contribution for OPF will always come from samples whose lowest excitations
are one-spin excitations. Consequently, in the zero-temperature limit (for V ﬁnite) one-spin
excitations dominate the correction to correlation functions, proving our conjecture. Note that
the result we are stating here is quite natural. OPF at very low temperatures are alwaysConjectured scenario for order-parameter ﬂuctuations in spin glasses 6517
dominated by those rare samples characterized by local ﬁelds βh   1 where one-spin-
excitations yield the largest contribution. From a numerical point of view this implies that
more samples are needed to compute the values of G and Gc with a reasonable precision as
T goes down. This is because for T → 0 the effect from rare samples on OPF becomes more
and more important. Let us stress again that the present derivation assumed that TV   1. In
the opposite limit or in an intermediate regime the result obviously does not hold. In that case,
it may well happen that dominant contributions in OPF involve the reversal of a large number
of spins (domain excitations) which, in the limit TV   1, may also involve the whole system
[19].
The hypothesis of a unique ground state is apparently in contradiction with the case in
which there is time-reversal symmetry. Indeed, all spin correlations computed in this section
are invariant under time-reversal symmetry and the present conclusions remain unchanged.
The situation is certainly different in disordered systems with non-trivially degenerate ground
states (for instance, ﬁnite-dimensional spin glasses with discrete couplings) where we expect
that G(V,T) vanishes exponentially with 1/T like in the instructive example of the previous
section. Again, in the other limit (ﬁnite temperature and V →∞ ) the behaviour of these
degenerate models may completely change and G could be ﬁnite again†.
5. The 1D Ising spin glass
In this section we present an analysis of the one-dimensional (1D) Ising spin-glass model with
free boundary conditions. We consider the following Hamiltonian:
H =−
V−1  
i=1
Jiσiσi+1 (48)
where the couplings are randomly distributed according to the probability distribution P(J).
Our aim is to obtain an analytic expression for G and A equations (5) and (7). As this model
has the transition at T = 0, we expect that in the large-volume limit G will go to zero except
at T = 0, where G = 1
3. Moreover, we show that at zero temperature G = 1
3 for any ﬁnite
system, although here the two limits (V →∞and T → 0) do not commute. In order to
obtain an expression for the moment of the order parameter q we have computed the following
object:
 eyq m (49)
wheremisapositiveintegerandq istheoverlapbetweentwodifferentconﬁgurationsofspins,
which is the generator of the moments of the overlap  qp s. Once obtained this expression, by
partial derivation respect to y we will obtain expressions for the expectation values of all the
moments of q, such as
 qn =
∂n eyq 
∂yn
 
 
 
 
y=0
. (50)
Inourcomputationweareonlyinterestedinthequantities q2 , q4 and q2 2. Consequently,
we only need to compute (49) for m = 1,2. The former can be easily computed by (50). By
† This problem of commutation of limits also appears in the controversy as to whether there are more than two states
in ﬁnite-dimensional spin glasses. Obviously, there are many ground states in a ﬁnite-dimensional spin glass with
discrete couplings. The important question is whether many states survive at ﬁnite temperatures.6518 F Ritort and M Sales
doing some more work we can obtain an expression for  q2 2:
 q2 2 =
1
3
 
∂4 eyq 
2
∂y4 −
∂4 eyq 
∂y4
 
y=0
(51)
where we have used the fact that in this model  q =0.
5.1. The transfer matrix method
For general m, equation (49) can be computed through the transference matrix method [12].
We have to compute
m  
α=1
 
{σα}{τα} exp
 
y
 
i=1,V(σα
i τα
i /V)+ β
 V−1
i=1 Ji(σα
i σα
i+1 + τα
i τα
i+1)
 
Z2 (52)
where Z = 2
 
i 2cosh(βJi) is the partition function of a 1D chain, α is the index for each
pair of replicas and we have m systems of two replicas.
In order to perform the average over the disorder, we are interested in considering the
transfer matrix associated with each point i, so that it contains all the dependence of the Ji.
For a single pair of replicas this matrix reads
Vi ≡ V(σ i,τ i;σi+1,τ i+1) =
exp(y[(σiτi + σi+1τi+1)/2N]+βJi(σ iσi+1 + τiτi+1))
(2cosh(βJi))2 . (53)
For general m our matrix associated with each point consists of the tensorial product of m
matrices Vi. At this stage we are ready to perform the average over the disorder and for any i
we have
T = Ti =
m  
1
Vi. (54)
Then our calculation is reduced to
 eyq m =
1
4
 
exp
 
y
 
α σα
1 τα
1
2V
 
T
V−1
exp
 
y
 
α σα
Vτα
V
2V
 
(55)
so we must compute the trace of the product
T
V−1
B (56)
where A i sa4 m×4m matrix, which is the tensorial product of m matrices, which contain the
terms of the two edges which had fallen out in the symmetrization process,
B =
 
α
1
22 exp
 
y
σα
1 τα
1 + σα
Vτα
V
2V
 
. (57)
The rest of the calculation is straightforward. In the ﬁrst place we have to diagonalize T, and
obtain the set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors, so that in this new base we have
T λ
V−1
=






λ
V−1
1 ... ...
... λ
V−1
2 ...
... ... ...
... ... λ
V−1
22m






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where the subindex λ denotes the diagonalized matrix. We then have to obtain the change of
base matrix M which expresses the new set of eigenvectors {λi} in terms of the old base {σα}.
We ﬁnally obtain
 eyq m = Tr MT λ
V−1
MTB. (59)
We have to point out that the case m = 1 is easy to solve. However, the case m = 2 turns
out to be more difﬁcult as the diagonalization of V is not trivial. To compute  q2 2 one can
always use the traditional method by using the fact that
 σiσj =
 
p=i,j−1
tanhβJp i  = j. (60)
5.2. Results
Here we report on the results obtained in the low-temperature limit and in the inﬁnite-volume
limit. The relevant quantities  q2 , q4  and  q2 2 only depend on V, R and R2, which have
been introduced in section 3, and whose low-temperature behaviour is given by (21). At ﬁnite
temperature, where R
V
and R2
V
  1 we obtain for the numerator and denominator in (5):
numerator =
4(1+R)(R
2
− R2)
V 3(R − 1)3(R2 − 1)
+ O
 
1
V 4
 
(61)
denominator =
2(1+R)2)
V 2(1 − R)2 + O
 
1
V 3
 
(62)
where we have kept the lowest orders in 1/V and we have made the following approximations
limV→∞ R
V
,R2
V
→ 0. We see that in this limit G goes to zero as 1/V. However, if we take
the low-temperature limit (21), where A,A2 ≈ 1 then we obtain the expressions
numerator =
4D(V4 − 1)T
45V 3 + O(T 2) (63)
denominator =
4D(V4 − 1)T
15V 3 + O(T 2) (64)
where D is given by D = 2P(0). This yields G = 1
3 + O(T), independently of the size of
the system. A detailed computation up to second order in T gives us that in the large-volume
limit: G = 1
3 − BTV, with B being a constant. In fact, for the parameter A, we ﬁnd in the
limit T → 0:
A =
4D(V4 − 1)T
45V 3 + O(T 2). (65)
In ﬁgures 5 and 6 we show G and A as a function of the temperature for a Gaussian
distribution of couplings P(J) = (2 )−1/2 exp(−J 2/2). Note that the low-temperature
corrections to G and (65) scale as TV when V →∞ , reﬂecting the fact that as we get
close to the transition point T = 0, the correlation length diverges as 1/T. We recover the
desired result at T = 0; however, we have to stress out that in this model both limits T → 0
and V →∞do not commute.6520 F Ritort and M Sales
Figure 5. Parameter G for the 1D Ising spin glass for lengths V = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 (from top to
bottom).
Figure 6. Parameter A for the 1D Ising spin glass for lengths V = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 (from right to
left).Conjectured scenario for order-parameter ﬂuctuations in spin glasses 6521
6. The spherical Sherrington–Kirkpatrick spin glass
In this section we present some numerical simulations for the values of G and A in the
Sherrington–Kirkpatrick spherical spin glass. This case is quite interesting because its low-
temperature behaviour corresponds to the second possibility mentioned in section 2 where
OPF vanish (in the V →∞limit) much slower than the paramagnetic example studied in
the previous section. Correspondingly, the study of OPF in this model turns out to be very
complicated because the equilibrium solution is marginally stable. The model is deﬁned by
[13]
H =−
 
i<j
Jijσiσj (66)
where−∞ <σ i < ∞andthevaluesofσi satisfythesphericalglobalconstraint
 N
i=1 σ2
i = N.
The couplings have an average of zero and a variance of 1/N. The statics of this model can be
solvedwithandwithoutreplicas[13]. Intheformercaseoneﬁndsatransitionatatemperature
Tc = 1 where the Edwards–Anderson parameter is different from zero and equal to 1 − T.I n
the latter case the transition corresponds to a macroscopic condensation of spin conﬁgurations
onto the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. In the replica framework it
has been shown [14] that the replica symmetric solution is the only possible one within the
Parisi scheme. Since OPF vanish, the computation of G requires knowledge of ﬁnite-size
corrections in the numerator and denominator in (5). A simple calculation reveals that the
replica symmetric solution is marginally stable (the replicon eigenvalue vanishes everywhere
below Tc) so the spin-glass susceptibility diverges. The situation is similar to what happens in
the usual Sherrington–Kirkpatrick model with Ising spins. There the spin-glass susceptibility
divergesproportionallytothevolume,whilenowthedivergenceismuchslower(suchasN1/3).
This is so because in the present model OPF vanish like N−2/3, while in the original SK model
OPF are ﬁnite.
Again, to compute G we need to know the precise value of the amplitudes entering in
the ﬁnite-size corrections in the parameters  q2 , q2 2, q4 . It is well known that analytic
calculations of ﬁnite-size corrections in spin glasses are extremely difﬁcult, especially for the
amplitudes which are the quantities we are interested in. For the SK model these amplitudes
are partially known only for some quantities [15]. For the present case we will use theoretical
considerationsandnumericalsimulationstoestimatetheasymptoticbehaviourofthedifferent
overlaps.
Wehavesimulatedmodel(66)withaMonteCarlodynamicswhereachangeofarandomly
chosen spin is proposed σi → σi + δri, where δ is a constant number typically of order 1 and
ri is a random number uniformly distributed between −1
2 and 1
2. The value of δ is chosen
to have a reasonable acceptance rate. The value of all other spins is recalculated in order to
satisfytheglobalsphericalconstraint. MovesareacceptedaccordingtotheGlauberalgorithm.
Note that although we need to recalculate the value of all spins (changing them by multiplying
by a normalization constant) the change in the energy can be simply calculated in a ﬁnite
number of operations independent of N and simulations are as fast as with Ising spins. Our
investigation has focused on small sizes, which reveal how G is a powerful tool to investigate
phase transitions. The number of samples simulated are typically several thousand for very
small sizes (N = 4,6,8,12,16) and several hundred for larger ones (N = 24,32,40,48,64).
Overlaps have been computed by collecting statistics over a large time window (typically of
the order of 105 Monte Carlo steps for each sample). We have evaluated  q2 
2
, q2 2, q4  for
different sizes and temperatures.6522 F Ritort and M Sales
Figure 7. Parameter G for the SK spherical spin glass (N = 4,6,8,16,24,32,48,64 from top to
bottom at low temperatures). The largest error bars are shown for the largest size N = 64.
Figure7showstheresultsforG. Notethatalreadyforthesmallestsizesthereisacrossing
ofthedifferentcurves. ThecrossingappearsforvaluesofT wellaboveTc = 1forthesmallest
sizes and moves to lower temperatures as the size increases converging to the expected value
Tc = 1. It is quite surprising that already for very small sizes the transition can be clearly
seen. The crossing moves down in temperature as the sizes increase and already for several
tens of spins converges to the correct value T = 1. As a comparison we show in ﬁgure 8 the
behaviour of the usual Binder parameter deﬁned as
B =
1
2
 
3 −
 q4 
 q2 
2
 
. (67)
In this case the crossing point appears at low temperatures for small sizes and moves up
very slowly as the size increases. However, already for the largest sizes the crossing is still
at T   0.8 quite far from T = 1. A similar effect has been observed in simulations of the
Sherrington–KirkpatrickmodelwithIsingspins[7,16]. Theseresultsindicatethatanumerical
study of the parameter G can be extremely useful for locating phase transitions in disordered
systems by studying very small sizes [17].
To analyse better the behaviour of G at low temperatures we have tried to extrapolate G to
the large-N limit. Below Tc we expect for all three quantities  q2 , q2 2, q4  the following
ﬁnite-size corrections:
 q2 
2
, q2 2, q4 =q4
EA +
a
N2/3 +
b
N
+
c
N4/3 +
d
N5/3 (68)
with qEA = 1 − T. From these expressions we expect for G the following behaviour:
G = G∞ +
A
N1/3 +
B
N2/3 +O (1/N). (69)Conjectured scenario for order-parameter ﬂuctuations in spin glasses 6523
Figure 8. Binder cumulant B for the SK spherical spin glass (N = 4,6,8,16,24,32,48,64 from
top to bottom at low temperatures). Error bars are now negligible.
Figure9. Fittingfunction(69)totheGparameterfordifferentsizesatT = 0.6(above)andT = 07
(below). Extrapolations to N →∞are compatible with G(V →∞ ) = 1
3 in the spin-glass phase.6524 F Ritort and M Sales
We have ﬁtted the values of G to this expression with G∞,A,B as ﬁtting parameters.
The results and the ﬁts are shown in ﬁgure 9. The extrapolated values for the lowest
temperatures T = 0.6,0.7 are G∞(T = 0.6) = 0.34 ± 0.2 (A(T = 0.6) =− 0.71 ± 0.1 and
B(T = 0.6) = 0.49 ± 0.13), G∞(T = 0.7) = 0.29 ± 0.2 (A(T = 0.7) =− 0.66 ± 0.1 and
B(T = 0.7) = 0.49 ± 0.12). Within errors these are compatible with the value 1
3. Trying
to have an estimate of G∞ at higher temperatures is very difﬁcult because critical effects are
strong.
We must conclude that for this model the universal value of 1
3 is well compatible with
the data, suggesting that this may be a generic result for a spin-glass phase. Still we should
do more extensive simulations to reach a ﬁnal conclusion. Although going to larger sizes
at the lowest temperatures may be possible this would require much longer computational
times.
7. Outlook and discussion
In this paper we have investigated order parameter ﬂuctuations in spin glasses. In particular,
we have considered four different parameters: G,A for disconnected thermal averages and
Gc,A c for connected thermal averages. It has been shown recently that these models can be
very useful in investigating phase transitions in disordered systems [4,5] and several recent
numerical works (Bokil et al in [4] and [6–8]) indeed support this conclusion. In this work we
have concentrated our attention on obtaining general results and on applying them to certain
solvable cases where these can be checked explicitly.
Wehavedemonstratedthatformodelswithauniquegroundstateandnogapintheground-
state local ﬁeld distribution (for instance, all discrete models with continuous disordered
couplings taken from a distribution without gap) G and Gc take the respective universal values
G = 1
3, Gc = 13
31 at zero temperature for any ﬁnite volume. This is consequence of the
dominance of one-spin excitations in OPF. For inﬁnite volume this result still holds only in
the regime where the limit T → 0 is taken before the limit V →∞and fast enough such that
TV → 0. This result has then been checked by calculating OPF in an instructive example
withoutmany-bodyinteractionsandforthecaseoftheone-dimensionalIsingspinglasswhere
explicit computations can be done using the transfer matrix method. All these good properties
suggest that both parameters G,Gc are ideal candidates to investigate phase transitions in
disordered systems much like the Binder cumulant is for ordered systems.
The extension of this result to the other limit where V →∞is taken before T → 0o r ,
moregenerally, thelimitV →∞forT ﬁniteisfarfromtrivial. Inthislastcase, G(V,T)isno
longervolumeindependent. SothequestioniswhetherG(V,T)convergesinthelarge-V limit
to the universal temperature-independent value 1
3. At ﬁnite temperatures there are different
possible scenarios for the value of G. In the case where OPF are ﬁnite in the V →∞limit
stochastic stability arguments and replica equivalence suggest that G should be 1
3 everywhere
in the spin-glass phase. Replica equivalence is a very generic property which, to the best of
ourknowledge, hasnotbeenemphasizedbeforeinthepresentcontextandimpliesthatthefree
energy of a replicated disordered system must be proportional to the number of replicas. Note
that at zero temperature replica equivalence cannot be used because the limits V →∞and
T → 0 may not commute in that case. Actually, as we proved in section 4 only for models
with a unique ground state and the absence of a gap in the ﬁelds distribution, does G takes the
universal value 1
3 but vanishes (exponentially fast with 1/T) in the presence of a ﬁnite gap in
that distribution.
The other interesting case is when OPF vanish. And here we can offer only more
speculative arguments. A possible scenario is that which distinguishes two possibilitiesConjectured scenario for order-parameter ﬂuctuations in spin glasses 6525
depending on whether, in the inﬁnite-volume limit, OPF vanish like 1/V or slower like 1/Vα
with α<1. If OPF vanish like 1/V, G may take the value 0 typical of a paramagnetic phase
(for instance, the case of the one-dimensional spin-glass model) or a temperature-dependent
value (the instructive example of section 3). For these two solvable cases the parameter G
is quite different. In the one-dimensional Ising spin glass we ﬁnd G = 1
3δT,0, while in the
instructive example we ﬁnd G = ˆ G(T), with ˆ G a monotonically decreasing function of T
with ˆ G(0) = 1
3. The reason for these two different behaviours in a disordered phase may be
ascribed to the fact that, in the ﬁrst case, there is a critical point at T = 0, while in the second
there is no critical point at all. So G is a good indicator for a phase transition. However, this
observation must be taken with caution because the parameter Gc shows a different behaviour
for the instructive example Gc = 13
31δT,0 similar to the behaviour of G in the one-dimensional
spin glass. We expect the interesting behaviour to be present in models where OPF vanish
like 1/Vα with α<1. This class of models includes disordered systems where the replica
symmetricsolutionismarginallystableandeventuallyﬁnite-dimensionalspinglassesifreplica
symmetry is not broken, a question which is still unsolved [18]. This case is much more subtle
becausereplicaequivalencecannotbeused(norprobablythestochasticstabilityproperty)and
ﬁnite-sizecorrectionsmustbeknown. Toaddressthisquestionwehaveperformedanumerical
study of the spherical Sherrington–Kirkpatrick spin glass. There are two main outcomes: (a)
theparameterGisanexcellenttoolforlocatingthespin-glasstransitionalreadyforverysmall
sizes (more precise than the usual Binder parameter) and (b) an inﬁnite-volume numerical
extrapolation (compatible with the expected form for the ﬁnite-size corrections) of the value
of G in the spin-glass phase is well compatible with the value 1
3.
Before concluding we want to stress that, apart from their applicability to the study of
spin-glass transitions, OPF are interesting quantities which deserve further investigation. The
outcome of the proof in section 4 is that OPF are very sensitive and rely completely on the
effect of rare samples. Actually, rare samples are those which induce the largest OPF and
ﬁx the value of G to 1
3. A comprehensive study of rare events in disordered systems is still
missing. Averaging of extensive quantities such as the replicated free energy in standard
renormalization group approaches may wipe out a large number of effects such as those
discussed here. Certainly more detailed investigations are needed to clarify the situation.
Although a ﬁnal theorem which resolves this problem may be at hand, we think that the search
for non-trivial counterexamples of the different possibilities discussed in this paper could be
very useful.
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